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UNC BOARD OF GOVERNORS STRATEGIC PLAN PUBLIC FORUM: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University participated in a UNC Board of Governors Strategic 

Plan Public Forum on November 10, 2016 with approximately 136 attendees. Attendees consisted of faculty, 

staff, and students. The sign-in sheets are included as an appendix to this report. The written comments and 

spoken comments from that event were synthesized and compiled by NC A&T faculty members with the 

executive summary of the themes, key issues, and remarks reported below. 

1) ACCESS

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Pay much more attention to needs of rural students-especially in Eastern North Carolina 

Mentor young men (as young as 15 years old) throughout high school - as an example, one 

commenter coaches youth baseball 

We need better enrollment information for native Spanish speaking students 

Hands-on targeting of low income families to convince them of importance of higher education 

Address poverty as it is at the root of the problem of access and student success 

Better college preparation courses for all students 

Improve pipelines to under resourced schools {elementary and secondary) 

Remove stigma from community college and use the "fairs" to facilitate improved pipelines from CC 

to University 
• Let's have performance-based awards and incentives once students are in the UNC system: this can

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

improve graduation rates and GPAs

Do not address access by diverting students away from colleges with lower college prep to

community colleges - this will decrease access, not increase it, and it penalizes HM ls and HBCUs

We need appropriate resources for first generation college students; improve college counseling

with regard specifically to improving access

Give tuition breaks for state employees and their kids as a function of time employed

Consider opening university sponsored charter schools for early childhood ed., k-12, and adult ed .

Review course offerings to address problem of students not being able to take needed courses

Reduce redundancy and smooth access by recognizing that students often take college courses that

repeat their AP courses in high school
• Work experience in certain situations should receive credit hours
• Waive application fee for low income students and provide more opportunities for high school

students to visit universities
• Reduce stress on students and parents from single family homes
• Work study programs should be sensitive to single parent realities
• Let's have better online information on majors and programs, including graduate programs like

those in Journalism and Mass Communication
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EXCELLENT AND DIVERSE INSTITUTION (continued) 

• Provide better support to the "research active" faculty - reduce teaching load

• Pay our faculty better and give them better teaching loads or they will leave

• Reduce numbers of adjuncts and replace retired faculty with tenure lines -we need the flexibility to

give outstanding faculty raises without requiring them to shop elsewhere (richer PWls} where we

will then have to compete with offers we cannot match, causing us to lose faculty (often minority} to

PWls for whom minority faculty are in high demand

• Research why diverse students (white, Asian, Hispanic} have a lower retention rate than rest of

population (this example seems to reference NCA& T)

• Create a consistent work-life balance across campus

• Research why good faculty leave our campus

• Ensure funds in system are divided fairly based on enrollment numbers

• Dramatically improve the diversity of our health care workforce

• Better alignment of nursing program benchmarks

• Provide funding to attract minority academics

• Implement programs to engage minorities

• How do we define and measure diversity

• When enrollment increases, faculty and staff should increase also

• How do we retain engaged staff who want training in multiple areas

• We need an interuniversity study on pay equity among staff

• Diverse budgeting for different departments to meet diverse departmental needs - one size fits all

does not make sense here

• We need fairness in program approval - our on line MBA has not been approved while sister

institution applying later has been approved

• We should have a first-year course in civility and cultural sensitivity

• Teach more relevant subjects

• There's a danger that our STEM focus will lead to the devaluation of general education

6) OTHER ISSUES TO CONSIDER

• Develop an ethos of care among administrators so they are more attentive to marginalized students

• Allow students more freedom to construct own curriculum

• Provide a pool of funds for more grants as MSls

• HBCUs should have the same access to talented faculty and staff as PWls -this is a double standard

• State support of UNC institutions should not be based so heavily on enrollment growth - the value

of diversity cannot be captured by such a focus

• Reduce red tape in the promotion process for faculty and staff

• Improve housing for incoming students

• Overly strict curriculum guidelines stifle the need to explore and grow

• Value our HBCUs
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